
Questionare on Preliminary Market Consultations 

  

1. Does the preliminary market consultations (PMC) participant consider the information 

provided by the contracting authority to be sufficient, definite and comprehensible in terms 

of clearly defining the subject-matter of the contract and ensuring fair competition to enable 

a qualified tender to be submitted? 

If not, please state the reasons and suggestions for supplementing the description of the 

subject of the contract and the contractual conditions of its performance or, please, identify 

obstacles for which a qualified tender cannot be submitted. 

2. The contracting authority expects PMC participants to quantify / determine (based on a 

professional, qualified estimate) all costs associated with the delivery / provision of the 

subject of the contract in order to determine the estimated value of the contract in 

accordance with the law. 

3. Would the economic operator be able to perform (provide) the subject of the contract 

themselves, or would they have to use subcontractors? 

4. What other information beyond the information provided does the economic operator need 

to know for a proper valuation of the subject of the contract? 

5. Have you identified any part or information in the published documents that would 

unreasonably prevent you from participating PMC or unduly complicate your participation? 

If so, please indicate which part it is and how you propose to change it. 

6. If the contracting authority considers applying a criterion other than the lowest price to the 

evaluation of tenders, which other criterion, other than the price, do you consider 

appropriate? Is either the quality or experience of experts a suitable criterion? What 

indicators would be appropriate to assess for this criterion? What is a reasonable number of 

years of experience of an evaluation expert? 

7. If criteria other than the lowest price were applied, what weighting of individual criteria the 

PMC participants propose? 

8. What other conditions for participation in terms of technical or professional competence 

should be defined?  

9. What time period for delivery / provision of the required subject of the contract does the 

economic operator consider sufficient and reasonable? 

10. What are the most common obstacles / difficulties you have encountered so far in the 

implementation of the same / comparable subject of the planned contract and how have you 

dealt with them? 

11.  What social, environmental or another aspect is applicable / appropriate in the context of 

the public procurement in relation to the nature of the subject of the contract? 


